To make your job easier, we work harder on partnerships

Creating value for healthcare organizations through AI-powered solutions optimized for MEDITECH.

Given all the platforms, devices, and unique demands of the people who use them, creating a seamless experience isn’t easy. That’s why we partner with MEDITECH to make it easier for clinicians to document everything without ever taking their focus off what matters most—caring for their patients.

Deeply embedded across the continuum of care
Deep integrations between Nuance healthcare solutions and MEDITECH solutions allow physicians to use conversational, ambient and generative interfaces to practice medicine and create effective clinical documentation—while maximizing the value healthcare organizations receive from their EHR.

— Full support for Dragon Medical One and PowerMic Mobile
— Dragon Medical embedded in MEDITECH Expanse is accessible through any browser with no additional software to install or usernames or passwords to remember
— DAX Copilot integrated in MEDITECH Expanse

Joint innovation and strategic development
Technical strategy is the backbone of our partnerships. That’s why we engage in joint development and innovation projects—and here are just a few of the areas where we work alongside MEDITECH so that we can deliver a seamless user experience:

— Nearly 20 years of collaboration to deliver a full complement of solutions focused on enhancing how physicians capture high-quality documentation in MEDITECH
— Speech recognition, NLP/NLU, and voice-enabling MEDITECH
— Virtual assistants and ambient clinical intelligence

4 out of 5 facilities that use MEDITECH use Nuance

WHY MEDITECH CLIENTS CHOOSE NUANCE

— AI-powered solutions—including speech recognition, ambient and generative AI and CDI—for MEDITECH
— Clinical approach and content backed by 25 years of expertise
— Mobile effectiveness.
— Improved costs, better outcomes, and better overall experience
Delivering unmatched outcomes for more than 300 MEDITECH clients and counting—here are just a few examples:

— Halifax Health expanded CDS case coverage by 20% while reducing retrospective coding queries by 63% with Nuance CDE One and Dragon Medical Advisor—improving patient outcomes, documentation quality, and the bottom line with cloud-based clinical documentation excellence solutions.

— Hancock Health increased productivity through Dragon Medical embedded in MEDITECH Expanse, improved physician satisfaction, achieved 94% speech recognition adoption, and increased patient engagement.

— Citizens Medical Center improved physician quality of life, reduced documentation costs with Dragon Medical One, and removed CDs from imaging workflows with PowerShare.

LEARN MORE
To learn more about how Nuance Healthcare can help you improve financial performance, raise the quality of care, and increase clinician satisfaction, please contact us at 1-877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/healthcare.  

“We expect major system transitions to be cumbersome and complicated. Including Dragon Medical shifted the equation and allowed us to realize immediate gains, while setting us up for further enhancements. It was the highlight of the MEDITECH EHR adoption project—a win for both the organization and our physicians.”

— David Parker, CIO
Magnolia Regional Health Center

About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications is a technology pioneer with market leadership in conversational AI and ambient intelligence. A full-service partner trusted by 77 percent of U.S. hospitals and more than 75 percent of the Fortune 100 companies worldwide, Nuance creates intuitive solutions that amplify people's ability to help others. Nuance is a Microsoft company.
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